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Introduction

We are writing to express our solidarity with 20 members of the University of Ottawa’s (henceforth uOttawa) research ethics board (REB) who openly challenged their institution’s refusal to support two colleagues in a legal battle to protect the confidentiality of their data. In this commentary we briefly describe the case and reflect on the implications of this collective action for rethinking the role of REBs within the academy. In particular, we argue that REBs should be forums of critical interdisciplinary debate about the relationship between researchers, the academy, knowledge production, and society. Before entering into the larger discussion, it is worth reminding readers of the much maligned status of REBs and ethics review. REBs are often characterized as being secretive bureaucracies overly focused on risk management.[1-3] Certain forms of research, especially qualitative and participatory, have been reportedly subjected to inappropriate standards better suited for biomedical research.[4] As well, the growing infrastructure and resources needed to support ethics review has been likened to a ‘research ethics industry.’[3, 5] However, the most troubling critique charges ethics review with being a form of “imperialism”[6] and a threat to academic freedom.[7-9] Haggerty[8] introduced the term “ethics creep” to account for the process whereby ethics review is expanding to colonize aspects of the research process previously outside of its purview. While there are certainly many examples of REBs being paternalistic and risk averse, there are also less discussed examples of REBs that are methodologically savvy and supportive of emerging research approaches. [10-11] Wolf[12] has asked researchers to remember that
REBs “are not the enemy” but that they are constrained by various requirements that shape their reviews. Guta and colleagues[13] have argued that the so called “ethics creep” is symptomatic of the impact of neoliberal restructuring which has imbued universities with market logic and has turned knowledge into a commodity. Here, the virtues of competition, efficiency, and risk management have replaced other ethical considerations. Yet, ethics review is relatively new and there are still opportunities to improve the system. If researchers feel oppressed and unsupported by ethics review in its current state, they should organize to reclaim it. We now turn our attention to recent events at uOttawa to demonstrate that REBs have the potential to transcend their bureaucratic origins.

The case

The case in question involves two uOttawa criminology professors who are challenging an attempt by Montreal police to seize a confidential interview transcript believed to belong to a murder suspect. The interview was part of a study conducted by Professors Colette Parent and Chris Bruckert on the experiences of Montreal sex workers. The two researchers in question have filed motions with the Superior Court of Quebec to prevent the police from obtaining these data because of what they argue is “confidentiality privilege.”[14] Unfortunately, uOttawa is refusing to assist them in their legal battle, with President Allan Rock having stated that “The University of Ottawa recognizes its role...in safeguarding entrusted information. However, the University does not consider that its role extends to the payment of legal costs if researchers decide to challenge the seizure of research records in the context of criminal proceedings.”[15] This is reminiscent of an earlier high profile Canadian case at Simon Fraser University, involving graduate student Russell Ogden, who interviewed people with HIV/AIDS who were seeking assistance to end their lives. In the Ogden case the university refused to defend the researcher and uphold the confidentiality of the data. The REB subsequently imposed a condition of “limited confidentiality” requirements on future research.[16] In the uOttawa case, however, there has been a different response from the REB. Instead of closing ranks against the researchers, 20 members of the uOttawa REB have written to President Rock protesting the administration’s refusal to support their colleagues. The letter stated that “The inaction on the part of university officials entrusted with advancing intellectual inquiry is inexcusable” and warned of the “dangerous precedent” being set.[17] While the case will be reviewed in court later this year, and the argument for whether researchers have “confidentiality privilege” will likely be challenged, this case has important implications for how we think about the role of REBs within academic institutions. Here, a group of interdisciplinary scholars representing the Social Sciences & Humanities Research Ethics Board and Health Sciences & Science Research Ethics Board have come together in solidarity with their colleagues to protect academic freedom and promote institutional accountability.

The REB as a critical space?

With the aim of theorizing the uOttawa REB action as a form of critical resistance and truth telling, we turn to Michel Foucault’s[18] writings about the relationship between forms of governance and questions of politics and ethics. Foucault’s[19,20] conception of ethics started with the relationship of self-to-self (or self-governance), and the process of stylizing oneself as an ethical subject. Foucault may seem an unusual figure to invoke in a discussion of ethics review, for he rejected normative ethics and was interested in larger questions about the relationship between truth, power, and subjectivity. However, recent scholarship in critical bioethics has considered the implications of Foucault’s work for resisting prescriptive forms of ethics found in medical relations of power.[21-23] The uOttawa REB members’ action has caused us to reflect on Foucault’s [24] definition of critique as “the art of voluntary insubordination, that of reflected intractability...[which] insures the desubjugation of the subject in the context of what we could call, in a word, the politics of truth.” The uOttawa action represents an important example of resisting the prescribed model of what an REB ought to do, as well as its ostensible role within the academy. This group of scholars have chosen, in their role as REB members, to call attention to the injustice of their institution colluding with law enforcement. This institution, like many universities today, profits from the research being conducted under its name but appears to shirk its responsibility to researchers, participants, and society as a whole. This action further reminds some of us, and may finally prove to others, that REBs are not faceless entities, but are comprised of our peers and colleagues. Many REB members are uncomfortable with aspects of research ethics review and their role as arbiters of what constitutes ethical/ unethical research. Their insider perspectives are especially important for understanding the inner workings and logic of research governance. Yet, too often the collective response is to discredit those who volunteer their time and discount their scholarly expertise. Is it any wonder that REBs struggle to find committed members who are passionate about the role? If research governance has overtaken research ethics,[25]
then critique is the process of resisting such governance, or in Foucault’s[24] terms “the art of not being governed quite so much.”

While forms of governance within the academy are ubiquitous, these 20 members of the uOttawa REB are demonstrating a form of ethics that requires them to speak out and challenge what they perceive as injustice within their institution. The identification of injustice further gives us pause regarding Foucault’s[18] concept of parrhesia from antiquity, which he described as “the act of telling all (frankness, open-heartedness, plain speaking, speaking openly, speaking freely).” Foucault[26] understood truth telling as an obligatory form of resistance to being governed, saying:

...we can demand of those who govern us a certain truth as to their ultimate aims, the general choices of their tactics, and a number of particular points in their programs: this is the parrhesia (free speech) of the governed, who can and must question those who govern them, in the name of the knowledge, the experience they have, by virtue of being citizens, of what those who govern do, of the meaning of their action, of the decisions they have taken.

Here the members of the uOttawa REB are openly questioning their administration from the position of their shared role on the REB, and demonstrating a commitment to the principles of ethical research set out in Canada’s Tri-Council Policy Statement: Ethical Conduct of Research Involving Humans, 2nd edition.[27] While not all REBs are comprised of such scholars, and not all will be willing or able to put themselves at risk within their institutions, we hope the action of the uOttawa REB invites others to consider their own voice in the ethics review process. We see the action of these REB members as the beginnings of rethinking REBs as critical spaces and reclaiming their bureaucratic functions to promote greater critical engagement with ethical questions. For instance, while in this case the action was directed outwards to call attention to uOttawa’s refusal to protect confidentiality, such action could also be directed inward to challenge taken-for-granted practices within REBs. The review process represents a microcosm of issues affecting the academy and society. It can unintentionally reproduce forms of oppression and discrimination when certain groups are portrayed as ‘at risk’ and others not; as competent, or not. Those of us involved in the REB process, on either side of the review, must continue to work towards unpacking the claims made about these imagined others by interrogating our individual and collective values and assumptions. This requires the ability to reflect on one’s own role within the system, through the application of what Murray and Holmes[28] have called “critical ethical reflexivity.” While their intention was to add a phenomenological understanding of language to bioethical inquiry, we see “critical ethical reflexivity” as relevant for ethics review. We encourage scholars with a range of perspectives to join their REB and to use it as a space to speak out and to challenge all forms of oppression, especially those that reach participants in the form of discriminatory research, but also those that circulate within their institutions to privilege some forms of scholarship over others.

**Conclusion**

Foucault[29] famously remarked, “Where there is power, there is resistance.” This is evident in the example of 20 members of the uOttawa REB defending their colleagues and standing up against their institution’s inaction. We hope this will represent an important first step towards improving relations between researchers and their REBs. Upshur [30] has called on researchers to “Ask not what your REB can do for you; ask what you can do for your REB.” We would add that it is important to ask what we, collectively, can do for our REBs, and for our fellow researchers. Such an approach requires working within and across our respective roles as REB members and researchers who submit protocols and to recognize these are one and the same. By collectively resisting the pressure to produce certain kinds of research, and rejecting prescribed notions of objectivity when interacting with participants, we can promote a conception of research ethics within the academy that better reflects our scholarly interests and commitment to preventing research related harms. We believe this aspirational proposition will be achievable if we continuously practice critical ethical reflexivity and remain committed to promoting the virtue of parrhesia within the academy.
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